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Verse 1
I was so dumb and navie
To believe you give me these thing
But it backfire I use to believe you and me
Now it seem like you another person
Who I gave my heart to
I just can't believe it
What I went through with you, for you
Now it seem you don't want me anymore
You don't feel that I gave enough and betrayed you
gone
When you know what going on
You don't want me in your life
It a shame that you look another way not looking at me
anymore ( you looking at somebody ese who gonna to
do you the same)
It a shame I don't feel this way

B-section
I should've know better a long time ago
The love that you shown as gone out the window (not
looking at me) anymore
I use to believe it want backfire on me 
To believe you gave me
Me these thing what I went through with you, for you
only
Give me time see what I should do
When you said I don't won't you anymore
Hate feel this way you should know better
I better one who you could trust
It now seem like you different person when I around
you
Will it change
If I'm own my own it seen like you only person
I love betrayed by
Betrayed settle in 
I don't who to trust as went out the window
You don't feel the same as I do
You don't love me, the same as I do, you don't feel this
way
That I love you I don't felt that you had love me
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Pre chorus
I was so dumb and naive
To believe you give me these thing
But it backfire I use to believe you and me
Now it seem like you another person
Who I gave herart to
I just can't believe
What I went through with you, for you
Now it seem you don't want me anymore
You don't feel that I gave enough and betrayed you
gave
When you know what going on
You don't want me in your life
It a shame that you look another way not looking at me
anymore ( you looking at me somebody else who
gonna to do you the same)

Chorus
You don't feel this way
I always try to do the same
But I'm not look at your face
This way you feel when
I I don't feel this way repeat chorus 
B-section 5x's
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